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Instructions: 

SECTION A  

(5Qx2M=10Marks) 

S. No.  Marks CO 

Q 1  What provision of IPC deals with stalking? 2 CO2 

Q 2 Define Unlawful Assembly? 2 CO3 

Q 3 Differentiate between wrongful restraint and wrongful confinement. 2 CO2 

Q 4 Under which provision of IPC Voyeurism is covered? 2 CO1 

Q 5 Define Criminal Breach of Trust? 2 CO4 

SECTION B  

(4Qx5M= 20 Marks) 

Q 1 What are the circumstances wherein right of private defence of property 

extends to causing death? 
5 CO4 

Q2 “A holds Z down, and fraudulently takes Z's money and jewels from Z's 

clothes, without Z's consent”. In light of this statement discuss the 

ingredients of robbery and extortion citing relevant sections. 

5 CO3 

Q3  

“A, being executor to the will of a deceased person, dishonestly disobeys the 

law which directs him to divide the effects according to the will, and 

appropriates them to his own use” Which offence A has committed. 

Explain with illustrations. 

 

5 CO4 

Q4 A finds a Government promissory note belonging to Z, bearing a blank 5 CO3 



endorsement. A, knowing that the note belongs to Z, pledges it with a banker 

as a security or a loan, intending at a future time to restore it to Z. Which 

offence A has committed. Explain with illustrations. 

 

SECTION-C 

(2Qx10M=20 Marks) 

Q 1  

‘D’ got drunk at a party thrown by his friends. As he was unable to 

drive he decided to go home by bus. He boarded a bus and asked a 

passenger to shift and make a seat for him. As the fellow passenger 

refused to budge, ‘D’ whipped out his pistol and fired a shot at him. He 

died immediately. ‘D’ pleaded drunkenness as a defence. Will he 

succeed ? Substantiate your answer.  

10 CO2 

Q 2 “Consent means an unequivocal voluntary agreement when the woman 

by words, gestures or any form of verbal or non-verbal communication, 

communicates willingness to participate in the specific sexual act”.  In 

the light of this statement discuss the essentials of Rape and importance 

of consent to define liability in rape cases ? 

10 CO3 

SECTION-D 

(2Qx25M=50 Marks) 

Q 1 A is attacked by Z,  a person of unsound mind, who has spear in his 

hand. In order to protect himself A strikes Z with a stick on his head 

resulting in his death. During trial A pleads right of private defence. 

Decide with the help of relevant legislative provision. 

25 CO1 

Q 2 Six persons enter a house at night to commit theft. While the others are 

busy looking for valuables on the ground floor of the house, one of 

them climbs up to the floor of the house and finding the maid-servant 

sleeping alone there rapes her and threatens to kill her if she raises an 

alarm. Then he comes down and joins his associates in the process of 

collecting valuables after which they all leave the house. Discuss the 

liability of all of them for the offences of theft and rape.  

25 CO2 




